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MOTHER JANET’S COVID-19 PASTORAL UPDATE
THURSDAY IN THE SECOND WEEK OF EASTER, 2020
ALLELUIA! CHRIST IS RISEN!

Christ Church Courtyard in bloom, Monday in Easter 2
Photo: Linda Johnson, who keeps many things in bloom!

Dear Alleluia People,
This letter comes in advance of the Third Sunday of Easter, when the gospel reading
(which you will find in our Home Worship materials for Easter 3 on our website) is the story of
Emmaus [Luke 24:13-35]. You’ll also find in those materials a wonderful introduction to that
story from Fr. Torvend.)
But I want to share that story and the two icons you will see on the next page with you
as I reflect on the pressure in our state and country to “re-open” and what that may mean for us.
A word first about icons, which come to us from the tradition of the Eastern Orthodox
churches. Icons of the Saints, of the Feasts of the Church, of the Life and Ministry of Jesus are
not simply illustrating of persons and events. They are incarnations: spiritual reality become
“flesh” in wood and paint, windows in the veil between this world and eternity. Gazing into
them, through them, we glimpse the realm of God. Jesus, the Word of God made flesh, was
himself the living icon of God. “Whoever has seen me has seen the Father,” he said to Philip.
[John 14:9] The more we gaze into the life and ministry of the Word made Flesh, the more we
see into the very heart of God.
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Holy Trinity (reproduction): Andrei Rublev, Russia 15th c.

Emmaus: Kristina Prokhrova, Russia 20th c.

The Rublev Holy Trinity icon derives from the story in the Hebrew scriptures [Genesis
18:1-7] of the visit of three angelic figures to Abraham and Sarah. In the story, the three are also
understood as one – they are referred to both as “The Lord” and “three men.” Abraham and
Sarah are visited by the Trinity. There are many more things that could be said about this icon
than I can say in this letter, but the important thing for me today is found in another name for
the icon: “The Hospitality of Abraham (and Sarah).”
The visitors are gathered around a hospitable table – and in their postures we see that
there is both a threeness and a oneness as they sit on their golden stools inclining gently toward
one another. They are a communion, a circle, of intimacy. And they have left a space at the
front of the table, a space for the onlooker to pull up their own golden stool and enter into that
communion, that intimacy. The icon invites us into the intimacy that is the very heart of the
Holy Three in One.
The second icon derives from the Emmaus story. I commissioned this icon from Russian
iconographer Kristina Prokhrova because the story itself, as Fr. Torvend points out in the Easter
3 Home Worship materials, is Luke’s take on how the early church’s liturgy manifests the
presence of the risen Christ in and to the worshipping community. As a person who worked
almost exclusively in liturgical ministry at the time, I wanted an image which would inspire and
inform my work. I had seen very few icons based on the Emmaus story, and they were static,
disappointing images – two vertical panels: on the left, the disciples on the road encountering
the stranger, and on the right, the three at table.
Kristina’s icon is quite different and carries us right into Luke’s liturgical spirituality. It is
deeply Trinitarian – no two separate panels – but three scenes, one liturgical reality:
encompassing Gathering and the Word (the meeting on the road); the Holy Meal of presence
and recognition (at table in Emmaus); and the Sending – the disciples hurrying out to proclaim
the good news of resurrection. And then there’s the Trinity of Jesus and the two disciples at
table. Look at the table – it is an echo of the table of hospitality in Rublev’s icon. At this table,
Jesus, who is Bread for us and Wine – breaks the bread and shares it and the disciples enter into
the intimacy with Jesus that is the Way to intimacy within the heart of God.
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Why write about these now? Because this coming Sunday and the Emmaus gospel
remind me poignantly of what I am missing, and what I am sure you are missing: all the ways
that meeting for church invites us into intimacy with God. But especially I am missing, as I am
sure you are missing, the invitation to join God at table, sharing in the consecrated bread and
wine, the holy food given in response to our prayer – this profound oneness with Jesus and one
another, this partaking in the risen life of Christ in a time when we most need it. There is no
substitute for it. And yet we do not know when we will be able safely to meet again, safely pull
up our golden stools to the holy table and commune in that particular, treasured way with God.
We are seeing growing pressure in society to loose precautions and restrictions that have
been put in place for our own good and for the good of all. I want to be clear that as much as I
miss gathering with you for Eucharist, and as much as I know you miss gathering with each
other for Eucharist, our policy regarding reopening will be slow and cautious, guided by the
advice of scientists, medical professionals, pubic health officials, our governor, the Presiding
Bishop, the House of Bishops and our Greg our bishop. Resources are being developed to guide
us through the various stages as we find them appropriate for our own local circumstances.
All the best research and information tells us that reopening in all the areas of our
common life should be incremental. For churches, we don’t yet know what that looks like,
when and how we would begin and how long it might take. We will have to learn along the
way. Your leadership, using the resources offered, will work on various scenarios and on what
will be needed in order to be prepared for that time.
But now is a time to practice humility and accept our powerlessness before what we do
not know. Is there any such thing in this time as “over-cautiousness?” I don’t think so. There will
be little penalty if any for having been over-cautious about when we begin to gather for
worship; there could be (and probably would be) terrible penalties for coming together too
soon. The risen Christ whose Body, whose active physical presence we are in the world, surely
does not wish to see that Body ravaged through carelessness in the face of an avoidable disease.
And surely this disease does not daunt the risen Christ in his desire to be at one with his
community. He is the one who need not observe physical distancing. He is in and among us
now. He can and does join us on this road that can seem as desolate to us as the road to
Emmaus seemed to those two grieving disciples. He comes to us in his Word read and
proclaimed where we live: in our Home Worship materials, in our study of and praying with
Scripture, on Zoom, and in all the ways we are finding to connect with one another. He is with
us at table – even if not in the Sacrament – in our partaking of the food which comes to us from
our generous earth and the work of human hands and the courage of delivery drivers, grocery
workers, and the staff of drive-through restaurants. And we recognize him as we are sent out
(virtually for the time being) to share with others by email, Zoom, telephone, handwritten note,
what good news we have seen and to hear from them their own good news.
The risen Christ is feeding us in all these ways and more with spiritual food to nourish
our bodies and quicken our hearts. And, oh, the joy we will know when once again – and it
will be weeks, maybe months from now, but it will be – we join one another at the welcome
table to share together his body and blood.
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Each day I realize more how much I miss you and how much I admire the ways you are
finding to move through this time: reaching out to and helping one another, responding to
needs and concerns within our parish, our Church and in the larger community, many of you
selflessly serving in hospitals, public health and social service capacities, senior care facilities,
grocery stores and other essential businesses and doing the essential work that supports the life
of our communities – all of us being the Body of Christ alive and serving the world as we are
able in this time. Each of us will have down days – I have certainly had some – but still we
continue on with humility, hope, prayer, courage -- and trust in God, who will bring us through.
Easter blessings,
and with love for you in the Risen One,
Janet+
Some letters will be short; others long. Thanks for reading all the way to this point. Just a bit more to go.
SOME INFORMATION
I promised to set up another series of Small Zoom Gatherings and have not yet done so. There
has been much in our institutional ad business life I’ve had to attend to in these last couple of weeks.
But we will Zoom again soon.
Please be sure to read the Weekly every week – in addition to some standard information about
resources in place for you and resources your staff are developing, new information and opportunities do
appear each week, including ways we can reach out beyond our parish to help those in great need in
this time.

I do know one thing we will need to do in order to re-open and we can begin to prepare now. We will
each need at least one of the recommended physical distancing outfits, as below:

They are gender neutral and I believe come in the colors of the liturgical year. I’m aware that getting into
the pews may be tricky, but these will no doubt be quite effective at the Peace.
Stay home if you can and stay well. Janet+
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